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Abstract

The paper describes a problem analysis, from early requirements through to design, to devise a controller for a package router. The analysis is based on the representation and systematic transformation of the problem and its parts. The intent of the paper is to provide an example of detailed and systematic analysis by using a problem-oriented approach that brings together ideas from the original problem frames approach with subsequent elaboration and extensions by the authors.

1 Introduction

Problem-oriented approaches to Requirements Engineering (RE) are gaining interest as a way of developing the requirements for software intensive systems. The foundations of problem-oriented RE have been laid over a number of years [16, 17, 18], problem frames [18] being the most complete presentation. Problem-oriented RE encourages the developer to focus on developing their understanding of a problem first, avoiding premature software design and implementation. In this view, a problem is seen as a requirement in a real-world context for which a software solution is sought. The process of requirements analysis is then seen as a problem solving process, leading ultimately, in hope, to a software specification which can be argued to satisfy the requirement in its context.

The approach is gaining popularity (see [7] for an overview of recent research and practice) and complements other approaches in RE such as goal-oriented [38, 37] and scenario-based [33, 1, 6] ones. Most current research into problem-oriented RE is based on problem frames.

Problem-oriented RE has many advantages. It has a principled basis [39, 10, 13], which allows for adequacy argumentation and rich traceability [14] from requirements to specifications. It embodies a discipline of descriptions [19] for the capture of the relevant properties of the real-world context, while being sufficiently flexible to allow for informality [12]. It supports reuse of expertise through the identification of recurrent problem classes [18]. However, it suffers from being difficult to combine with models of software system development that iterate between problem and solution domains. For instance, Bass, Clement and Kazman observe that early trade-offs between qualities need to be made if a system architecture is to be chosen, with that choice of architecture being
a driver in the way in which the system’s requirements can be further determined. Other authors [22, 35, 29, 13] make similar observations.

In previous work of the authors, explicit consideration has been given to problem and solution spaces as ‘equal partners’ in software engineering [12, 4, 31, 11]. This view raises the issue of which is the most appropriate way to relate them and has lead us to the developments of a conceptual framework for problem-oriented Software Engineering (SE) [12]. The framework is a reflection of the fact that SE includes the identification and clarification of system requirements, the understanding and structuring of the problem world, the structuring and specification of a hardware/software machine that can ensure satisfaction of the requirements in the problem world, and the construction of adequacy arguments, convincing both to developers and to customers, users and other interested parties, that the system will provide what is needed.

Note that these activities are much concerned with non-formal domains of reasoning: the physical and human world, requirements expressed in natural language, the capabilities of human users and operators, and the identification and resolution of apparent and real conflicts between different needs. In a software-intensive system these informal domains interact with the essentially formal hardware/software machine: an effective approach to system development must therefore deal adequately with the informal, the formal, and the relationships between them.

As Turski has pointed out [36]:

There are two fundamental difficulties involved in dealing with non-formal domains (also known as the real world):

1. Properties they enjoy are not necessarily expressible in any single linguistic system.
2. The notion of mathematical (logical) proof does not apply to them.

These difficulties, which are well known in the established branches of engineering, have sometimes led to a harmful dichotomy in approaches to software development: some approaches address only the formal concerns, usually in a single formal language; others address only the informal concerns, using several, often incommensurable, languages. The aim of the framework proposed in [12] is to bring both non-formal and formal aspects of software development together in a single framework. The framework is intended to provide a structure within which the results of different development activities can be combined and reconciled. Essentially the structure is the structure of the progressive solution of a system development problem; it is also the structure of the adequacy argument that must eventually justify the developed system. The framework does not prescribe any particular development process, but rather identifies discrete steps of development and their connections, which may be accommodated within the chosen development process.

In this paper we provide an example of a detailed and systematic development of a problem based on the proposed framework. The problem is drawn from the literature, but the analysis presented here is new. The notation adopted for problem representation is largely that of problem frames rather than the formal notation of [12], and we assume that the reader is familiar with this notation.
2 The Problem-oriented framework

The framework of [12] can be regarded as the definition of a Gentzen-style sequent calculus [21] for manipulating software problems, with sequents representing problems rather than the traditional logical statements. The basis of a Gentzen-style sequent calculus is a sequent. A sequent is, simply, some well-formed formula which in the framework defines a problem. The point of a sequent is to have it transformed into another sequent that is, in some sense, easier to work with, or will lead to something that is easier to work with. The point of the Gentzen system is to provide (always sensible) manipulations of sequents; many useful logical systems – such as the propositional calculus, natural deduction, predicate calculus – have Gentzen-style sequent encodings with useful properties, such as being amenable to computer supported transformation (for instance, [3, 8, 2, 5]). In the framework the sequents represent problems, and that is what we manipulate. Hence, the aim of the framework is to allow the description of problems as sequents and to characterise the sensible manipulations of problems. In the remainder of this section we recall the main elements of the framework.

2.1 Software problems

A (software) problem is regarded as a requirement in a real-world context. A context is a set of (possibly) interacting domains \((D_1, \ldots , D_n)\) described in terms of their indicative properties; each domain encapsulates a part of the real-world which is of interest in the problem; a requirement \((R)\) is a statement of what we would like to be true of the context given a solution to the problem, i.e., an optative statement. A solution \((S)\) is simply a domain, representing a machine whose behaviour is constrained by a developed program, and that solves the problem by interacting with other domains. Interactions between domains is through shared phenomena, which are either controlled or observed by each domain. Thus, a software problem challenges us to find the solution that, in the given context, guarantees satisfaction of the requirement.

Within a problem representation, a domain description indicates the possible values and/or states that a domain can occupy, how their values change over time, and which events may occur and when. Such a description is in terms of the domain’s private phenomena and those it shares with other domains. Given a domain \(D_i\), its sets of phenomena are indicated as \(D_i(p)^c_o\), where \(d\) is the set of its private phenomena, \(c\), the set of phenomena \(D_i\) controls and shared with other domains, and \(o\) the set of phenomena that \(D_i\) observes, but are controlled by other domains. A phenomenon is controlled exactly by one domain; a decoration is omitted when the corresponding set is empty. A requirement description indicates the values or states that a domain should occupy, how their values should change over time, which events should occur and when. Such a description is also in terms of phenomena, which the requirement description either referred to or constrains. In formal notation, we write \(R_{cons}^{ref}\) to indicate that \(cons\) is the set of phenomena constrained by \(R\) and \(ref\) the set of phenomena referred to by \(R\). Again, decorations are omitted when corresponding sets are empty.

Hence a problem is represented in the framework as the sequent:

\[
D_1(p_1)^c_1 o_1, \ldots , D_n(p_n)^c_n o_n, S^{cs} o_S S^{cs} \vdash R_{cons}^{ref}
\]

where \(\vdash\) indicates entailment. By convention, the problem solution \(S\) is always positioned immediately to the
left-hand side of ⊢.

Conceptually, this view of a problem is shared by problem frames, and in this paper we will adopt the problem frames notation of context and problem diagrams for the representation of problems, rather than the formal notation of [12] just described. For instance, given the following problem, its corresponding problem diagram is given in Figure 1:

\[ \text{Operator}^{on, off}, \text{Device}(\text{Stopped, Working})_{a\_on, a\_off}, \text{Controller}^{a\_on, a\_off} \models \text{Obey command}^{\text{Stopped, Working}} \]

There are slight differences between the two notations. In problem frames, the ‘!’ sign indicates control: in Figure 1, \( O!\{on, off\} \) indicates that the operator (shortened to \( O \)) controls (in this case issues) commands on and off. We abuse the notation slightly by using the same sign to identify phenomena constrained by the requirement: in the figure, \( !\{\text{Stopped, Working}\} \) indicates that the (private) states of the device are constrained by Obey command. In problem frames notation, the sharing of phenomena between two domains is indicated by a line which links the (boxes representing the) domains, annotated by the phenomena which are shared, with an indication of which domain controls them. In the formal notation, this is achieved by stating explicitly both sets of controlled and observed phenomena for each domain. Also, private phenomena are not represented explicitly in problem frames notation, unless they are referred to or constrained by the requirement, while they are always stated in the formal framework as part of the decoration of a domain.

![Figure 1: Example of problem frames notation](image)

The language in which a domain or requirement description is written is not prescribed: all is asked is that meaning\(^1\) can be assigned to statements in the language. Indeed, it would be typical for different stake-holders to have different languages for expressing their understanding of domain descriptions and requirements. Also, there is no assumption of precision or lack of ambiguity in any description; a floor manager’s description of a press that appears in a manufacturing plant might simply be:

*The press was installed three years ago.*

Through descriptions, understanding of a domain and/or requirement is transferred between customer and developer; for instance, a developer working on the design of a press controller might interpret the floor manager’s statement as identifying the press as the PVert model. The mechanisms of interpretation are complex, ranging from “guessing” to “knowing,” and may be influenced by other factors, such as experience or direct inspection of the press. Interpretation is more or less precise too, and is often in need of validation through, for instance, continued interaction between the stake-holders as development proceeds. The mechanisms by which such interaction

\(^1\)I.e., some formal or informal understanding.
is conducted are important, but not part of the framework, which makes use only of the outcomes of it, when they serve as justification of the steps taken towards solution.

2.2 Solutions and adequacy arguments

A software solution is simply a domain that solves a problem. Its description can take many forms, including specifications relating inputs to outputs, or detailed program code in some programming language.

In parallel with, or perhaps following somewhat behind, the search for a solution is the construction of an argument that justifies the fitness-for-purpose of a found solution with respect to the problem. Actually, the argument the developer will have to construct expresses the adequacy of the solution with respect to a number of criteria including those of fitness-for-purpose as a customer might see it, design rationale, traceability and trade-offs. The construction of the adequacy argument is step-wise, and follows the application of problem transformations. We will illustrate how an adequacy argument is built in the development of the case study.

2.3 Problem Transformations

Problem transformations capture discrete steps in the solution process. Many classes of transformations are recognised in the framework, reflecting a variety of practices reported in the literature or observed elsewhere.

For instance, one type of transformation, called problem reduction, captures the idea of transforming problems which appears in [18, Page 103]. There, a transformation of requirements keeps a problem’s solution invariant while domains are removed from the problem. More recently, Hall and Rapanotti et al. [12, 32], Li et al. [27, 28], and Seater et al. [34] have explored what the detail of such transformations would look like. Indeed transformations of requirements to derive specifications are not limited to problem-oriented approaches: in goal-based approaches, for instance [38, 37], high-level goals, which may be regarded as requirements deep in the world, are successively decomposed and refined until technical requirements are specified for a machine to satisfy. Similarly, in scenario-based approaches [33, 1, 6] refinement is often required in the move from from high-level scenarios, often capturing business processes within an organisation, through to low-level scenarios expressing the direct interaction between a software system and its actors.

Another source of problem transformations is the consideration of solution architectures during the analysis process. As already mentioned, in problem frames, with their focus on the problem domain, the choices available to the developer are those that exist in the problem domain, and so useful solution notions, such as architecture, are only implicit. Hall et al. add a notion of architectural service [11] and Rapanotti et al. [31] a notion of architectural decomposition into problem frames to allow solution options to be explored. The framework simultaneously generalises and simplifies these earlier approaches through the definition of a basic rule, called architectural expansion that allows the solution space structure to influence the problem space.

Problem transformations transform descriptions and their interrelations as problems in a way that respects solution adequacy. This does not mean that in the framework transformations are sound in any formal sense — the informality of the subject matter precludes fully formal treatment of some transformations. The meaning of ‘sound’ here is not necessarily ‘formal’, or ‘formalisable’, although it could be the case that formality is appropriate; instead soundness is fitness-for-purpose of a solution. A Justification of sound application obligation (shortly, justification)
is therefore attached to each problem transformation. An adequacy argument is then a by-product of the sequence (linearization of a tree) of problem transformations that are the designer’s path to solution.

In [12], Problem transformation schemata define classes of problem transformation. They all conform to the following general form of problem transformation:

That a problem transformation transforms a single problem \( P \) to a set of problems \( P_i, i = 1, \ldots, n \), with justification \( J \), means that under the transformation, \( S \) is a solution of \( P \) with adequacy argument \((A_1 \land \ldots \land A_n) \land J\) whenever \( S_1, \ldots, S_n \) are solutions of \( P_1, \ldots, P_n \), with adequacy arguments \( A_1, \ldots, A_n \), respectively.

Note that, in general, \( J \) will express and justify the relation between the parts of \( P \) and those of \( P_1, \ldots, P_n \). As a result, through the linearization of the tree, we also obtained a structuring of \( S \). Of course, such relations could be arbitrarily complex, so that there is no general form for \( S \).

3 The Case Study

We consider the following problem from [18] (in turn, adapted from [35]):

A package router is a large machine used by delivery companies to sort packages into bins according to bar-coded destination labels affixed to the packages. Each bin corresponds to a regional area. Packages slide by gravity through a tree of pipes and binary switches. The bins are at the leaves of this tree.

The problem is to control the operation of the package router so that packages are routed to their appropriate bins, obeying the operators commands to start and stop the conveyor, and reporting any misrouted packages.

A schematic of the package router is given in Figure 2; the details of the pipes and switches appear in Figure 3.

![Figure 2: Schematic of the problem (based on [18])](image)

3.1 The initial problem context

In order to provide a problem-oriented representation of the problem, the elements of the schematic must be considered and modelled as domains and phenomena. One possible approach is to map each element of the schematic
to a domain in the model and hard-wired connections to some sets of shared phenomena between corresponding domains. This raises a number of issues.

We should ask whether this level of granularity of the domains is appropriate for our analysis. Do we need to consider the conveyor belt and motor as separate or could we represent them as a single domain? Similarly, should we separate pipes, switches and sensors? In the case of the conveyor, the controller has no separate interaction with the belt, and the relation between motor and belt is well understood, therefore, we could simplify the representation by considering them as a single combined domain.

In modelling the context, we always have a choice between aggregating or separating the descriptions of relevant parts of the world. What we seek is a choice which is fruitful for problem analysis. In general, we want to aggregate, and model as a single domain, identified parts of the world with pertinent behaviours. For instance, let us consider again the topology of Figure 3. The behaviours we may be interested in this problem have to do with: a package label being read by the reading station; a package leaving the reading station; a package entering or leaving a switch; the switch setting at any particular time; and a package being dropped into a bin. A possible aggregation which may help us analyse these behaviours is suggested in Figure 4. For instance, each switch has an incoming pipe and sensor, and two outgoing pipes and sensors, corresponding to the two routes a package can take, while a bin has an incoming pipe and sensor, which is activated just before a package drops into the bin.
Hard-wired phenomena, such as the connections shown in Figure 2, are certainly a good starting point to look for shared phenomena. For instance, we know that sensor information is sent to the control computer as well as readings from the reading station. However, other shared phenomena arise from transient interactions between domains. This is the case, for instance, of the operator pushing the on/off conveyor buttons or using the display to read information about misrouting.

For bins, switches and packages an identity concern [18] arises: we need to be able to identify the individual switches through which a particular package is routed, and the particular bin in which it falls. Notationally, this is indicated in a context diagram by indexing the corresponding domains and phenomena.

By taking the above considerations into account, a possible context diagram is illustrated in Figure 5: the shared phenomena annotations are not yet included in the figure, as further analysis is still required. Note that, as is always the case in modelling, the suitability of a proposed context diagram as a starting point for analysis is open to debate, and something that would have to be validated with the customer in a real development. This is because the choices we make in defining a context diagram have profound implications on subsequent analysis: we can only reason about facts which can be explicitly captured within the bounds of the model; therefore leaving out certain aspects of the real world means we assume they have no bearing on the problem under study. Making sure that our assumptions are justifiable is necessary to the soundness of our analysis.

Figure 5: Context diagram of the initial problem ($P_0$), without shared phenomena annotations

### 3.1.1 Summary of step

This initial step of analysis can be considered as ending with an initial problem statement, $P_0$, in which the context diagram of Figure 5 provides an initial vocabulary of given and machine domains. The diagram also indicates where phenomena are shared by including links between domains; however, at this point, we do not know exactly which phenomena are they. The initial requirement is a generic need for a router controller whose parts are represented in the context diagram; its exact statement has yet to be determined. At this point, little is known of the given domains, other than they interact somehow based on the topology in the diagram. The justification for this first step, $J_0$, is in terms of validating that we have made some acceptable initial assumptions on the world, its parts and their interrelations. $P_0$ is the root of our ‘analysis tree’ of problems: each child problem is derived through a problem transformation from its parent, with appropriate justification provided. An initial justification leads to a first problem formulation as illustrated in Figure 6.
Initial problem whose context diagram has no domain descriptions or phenomena annotations (Figure 5)

There are many possible analysis steps that may be taken from here - many will become apparent as we develop the case study. We choose to start by filling in some of the detail about given domain behaviours and phenomena.

3.2 Behaviour and phenomena

In this section, we analyse in some detail behavioural characteristics of the given domains. In doing so, we analyse relevant states and events, and define appropriate behavioural descriptions. We use state machines [30] as a description language.

Let us start with the Conveyor Motor and Belt. On receiving on and off commands from the controller the conveyor motor will activate or deactivate the belt accordingly. A plausible description of its behaviour is given in Figure 7, where on and off are commands issued by the controller and shared between Controller and Conveyor Motor and Belt.

![Figure 7: Conveyor Motor and Belt behaviour](image)

We assume that this descriptions captures the essential behaviour of the conveyor motor and belt. As an assumption, it is something we rely on in the subsequent analysis, and, hence, needs validation in the real-world, either through the customer or direct empirical testing. The risk of not validating our assumptions is that the resulting analysis may be unsound. The same observation applies to all behavioural descriptions in this section.

The operator (see Figure 5) uses the on/off buttons to control the conveyor through the controller. The on/off buttons act as a connection domain [18] between operator and machine.

Next we are interested in the behaviour of the reading station. When a package arrives, the reading station reads the label on the package and then releases it down into the pipe leaving the station. Figure 8 gives a possible representation of this behaviour. arrivedPkg[id] represents the arrival of a package with identity id at the reading station. The arrival causes the reading station to start reading the package (Reading state with action readPkg(id, dst)). After a short period of time, the package is read and the reading station releases it (transition to Releasing triggered by the passage of time, with action releasePkg[id]). Releasing is complete when the package enters the exit pipe, which triggers a signal out from the reading station sensor to the controller. arrivedPkg[id] is a phenomenon controlled by Package and shared with Reading Station, while releasePkg[id] and out are both controlled by Reading Station and shared with Package and Controller, respectively.

Let us now consider the behaviour of a switch. This is modelled in Figure 9. In our representation, Switch[i]
corresponds to a switch and its incoming and outgoing pipes and sensors. When a package passes in front of a sensor, then the sensor issues a signal to the controller. For example, event $in[i][id]$ represents a package with identity $id$ passing in front of the incoming sensor of switch $i$; this event triggers the signal $in[i]$ from the sensor to the controller. Similarly, pairs $outLeft[i][id]/outLeft[i]$ and $outRight[i][id]/outRight[i]$ correspond to the package passing in front of the left and right exit sensors, respectively, and the corresponding signals triggered.

The switch itself can assume one of two positions, left or right, which determines the way a package will be routed at the switch. It is important to know whether a package is currently in the switch as we can only set its position, through activators $left[i]$ and $right[i]$, when the switch is empty. This raises a breakage concern [18]. A breakage concern requires the developer to ensure that the machine (in our example the controller) does not cause a problem domain (in our case one of the switches) to enter an unknown state. The model in Figure 9 does not take into consideration possible delays in state transition when a switch position is set, due to the fact that the switch is a mechanical device. Such delays will require careful consideration in order to fine tune the controller so that a switch position is set in time for an incoming package to be routed correctly. In our example, we disregard such delays.

$Switch[i]$ controls, and shares with the $Controller$, phenomena and $in[i]$, $outLeft[i]$ and $outRight[i]$. It also shares phenomena $in[i][id]$, $outLeft[i][id]$ and $outRight[i][id]$ with $Package$, which controls them.

Let us now look at $Bin[j]$. This is representative of a bin together with its incoming pipe and sensor. The sensor will issue a signal ($bin[j]$) whenever it senses a package passing (event $bin[j][id]$).

The behaviour of a package is also of interest. This is represented in Figure 10, which reflects as states the positions of a package in its journey from the conveyor, through the router and to its destination bin. For simplicity, we have abstracted the router pipes away in our model, and, with some abuse of notation, we use...
event sequences (with separator a ‘;’) to annotate transitions. For instance, the transition of a package from
being in the reading station \((\text{InRS}[id])\) to the first switch \((\text{InSwitch}[i][id], \text{with } i \text{ equal to 1})\) is annotated by the
sequence \(\text{releasePkg}[id]; \text{in}[1][id]\), representing the event of the package being released at the reading station
\((\text{releasePkg}[id])\) immediately followed by the package entering the switch \((\text{in}[1][id])\).

This behavioural model is a reflection of the binary tree nature of the package router, which will only allow
packages to follow specific routes from the reading station to the bins. In terms of sensor signals, the journey
of a package from the reading station to a bin - assuming the package does not get stuck on its way - can be
characterised by a sequence of events adhering to the following rules (refer also to Figure 11), which characterise
a perfectly balanced binary tree:

- \(\text{releasePkg}[id]\) is followed by \(\text{in}[1][id]\);
- \(\text{in}[i][id]\) is followed by either \(\text{outLeft}[i][id]\) or \(\text{outRight}[i][id]\);
- for a tree of height \(n > 0\) and for \(2^{n-1} \leq i \leq 2^n - 1\), each \(\text{outLeft}[i][id]\) or \(\text{outRight}[i][id]\) is followed by
  a \(\text{bin}[j][id]\), for \(1 \leq j \leq 2^n\).

Finally, the controller is to use the display to show information about package misrouting to the operator.
The detail of what is to be displayed is yet to be determined. Therefore we use a more abstract phenomenon,
\(\text{display}(id, dst, k)\), to signpost the fact that some information (about the package identity and destination, and the
bin number it actually arrived at) will be shared between those domains, the details of which will be decided later
on in the analysis.
The context diagram with the identified shared phenomena is given in Figure 12.

![Figure 12: Context diagram with shared phenomena annotations (for transformed problem P1)](image)

### 3.2.1 Summary of step

This step transforms problem \( P_0 \) to a problem \( P_1 \) (see Figure 13), where behavioural descriptions have been provided for the given domains, together with their relevant phenomena, while the remaining parts of \( P_0 \) remain unchanged. The justification \( J_1 \) required for this transformation is that the given descriptions are approximately true, an assumption which should be validated in the real world.

![Figure 13: Tree view of the analysis](image)

**P0** Initial problem whose context diagram has no domain descriptions or phenomena annotations (Figure 5)

**P1** Initial problem whose context diagram includes domains descriptions and phenomena annotations (Figure 12)

Having made an initial exploration of the context of the problem, we move to analysing the requirements for the problem.

### 3.3 Requirements

As stated earlier, the problem is to control the operation of the package router so that packages are routed to their appropriate bins, obeying the operators commands to start and stop the conveyor and reporting any misrouted packages. This is a rather complex problem which we are going to tackle, in the spirit of problem orientation, by trying to separate various aspects, which may be addressed as separate sub-problems.

Ultimately, of course, to solve this problem we would need to produce code that controls, through some appropriate physical device, the switches of the package router. Code and physical device together are the controller machine we are seeking. In our analysis we go some way towards this goal by actually developing (part of) the specification of the code.
The way the machine can control the router is by reading a package destination on the package label via the reading station, then setting the various switches to the appropriate position so that the package is routed to the desired bin. A properly configured controller will know the identity of each switch and the position of each bin. However, as many packages will be on route at any one time, the controller will have to be able to track the route each package is following in order to change the appropriate switches at the appropriate time. Note that this information is not contained in the sensors inputs: a sensor reports that a package has crossed the sensor, but not the package identity. This gives rise to an information deficit concern [20, 15] as the controller cannot determine the current position of a package directly from sensory inputs. We will deal with this problem later on in Section 3.6, when we discuss a standard solution to this concern.

Related to routing is the report of any misrouted package. A package is considered as misrouted if it doesn’t reach the bin appropriate to the package’s destination. Once again, we have an information deficit: in order to decide whether a package has been misrouted, the controller must know its route and current position. This deficit will also be addressed in Section 3.6.

Another part of the problem is to allow the operator to control the package conveyor by using the conveyor on/off buttons.

Let us express these aspects of the problem as the following two separate parts of the requirement, which leads to the problem diagram of Figure 14.2

**Obey command** An on command from the operator should result in the conveyor belt state Running; an off command from the operator should result in the conveyor belt state Stationary.

and

**Route and report** A package with identity id and destination dst arriving at the reading station (arrivePkg[id]) should reach the bin corresponding to its destination (bin[id][j], where Bin[j] corresponds to dst); otherwise misroute information misroute(id, dst, k) should be reported, where Bin[k] is the bin erroneously reached by the misrouted package.

---

Figure 14: Problem diagram with requirement statement in two separate parts (problem P2)

2Here we abuse the problem frames notation somewhat, as this would only allow one requirement oval to be included in a problem diagram.
3.3.1 Summary of step

This step of analysis transforms $P_1$ to problem $P_2$ (of Figure 14), where the requirement is restated as the conjunction of **Obey command** and **Route and report**. The justification $J_2$ for this transformation should be an argument that this interpretation of the requirement corresponds to what the customer desires. The analysis so far is summarised in Figure 15.

![Figure 15: Tree view of the analysis](image)

- **P0** Initial problem whose context diagram has no domain descriptions or phenomena annotations (Figure 5)
- **P1** Initial problem whose context diagram includes domains descriptions and phenomena annotations (Figure 12)
- **P2** Problem diagram with statement of requirement (Figure 14)

In the next step we look at dealing with the stated parts of the requirement as separate sub-problems.

3.4 Architectures and sub-problems

In separating the two parts of requirement, it is our intention to deal with them as separate sub-problems. The transformation that produces this separation, called architectural expansion in the framework, regards the solution of each sub-problem as a separate machine, as indicated in Figure 16. Here, the logical architecture of the controller includes an independent component to deal with each sub-problem: the **Conveyor Controller** and the **R&R Controller**.

In separating sub-problems some concerns arise when recomposition of their solution is required later on. A number of composition concerns are identified in [18] which relate to issue of synchronisation, consistency of description across sub-problems, interference and precedence. Unless the architectural expansion deals with some of them through decomposition of a standard architecture (as we will see later on in this document), these concerns are usually deferred and dealt with later once sub-problem solutions are found.

In considering the sub-problems separately, we need to identify which parts of the problem context are relevant to each of them (and which to both). First, we consider the **Obey command** sub-problem. Its requirement states a relation which we would like to be true between operator commands and conveyor belt states. In particular, belt states are constrained by the requirement based on operator commands. For such a relation to be established, we can exploit causal relations existing between phenomena of **Operator**, **On/Off Buttons**, **Conveyor Controller** and **Conveyor Motor and Belt**, identifiable from their domain properties, hence these parts of the context are all to be considered in the sub-problem analysis.

We should also consider whether there exist other phenomena the **Conveyor Motor and Belt** shares with the
remainder of the problem context, and which may influence the state of the belt, hence the satisfaction of the requirement. From the problem diagram and behaviour descriptions, Conveyor Motor and Belt only shares phenomenon dropPkg[id] with Package[id], which is controlled by the conveyor and appears no to have any effect on the belt state, hence we can disregard it. We can therefore ignore the remainder of the context in the analysis of the sub-problem as indicated in Figure 17.

A similar analysis of the Route and report sub-problem leads to the problem diagram in Figure 18.

### 3.4.1 Summary of step

This step of analysis is a combination of a number of transformations and is summarised in Figure 19. Firstly, P2 (of Figure 14) is transformed to problem P3 (of Figure 16) by interpreting the solution description to include two separate machines. The justification J3 for this transformation includes the architectural considerations which led to Figure 16. Then two sub-problems, P4 and P5, are generated, corresponding to the problems of specifying the Conveyor Controller and the R & R Controller, respectively. Finally, problem reduction (which we explain next) is used twice to derive problems P6 (highlighted part of Figure 17) and P7 (highlighted part of Figure 18). The
justifications $J_4$ and $J_5$ of these transformations justify the narrowing of the problem context in each sub-problem.

### 3.5 Problem reduction

The aim of our problem analysis is to derive a specification from which a solution to the problem can be implemented. In the context of problem frames, a specification is a machine description which is expressed entirely in terms of phenomena that the machine shares directly with its context (so called ‘specification phenomena’). Problem reduction [12, 32] is a transformation which, in the context of a problem, aims at deriving a specification from the requirement in a systematic and solution-preserving way. For instance, in the Route and report sub-problem of Figure 18, a specification derived through reduction would be expressed entirely in terms of the phenomena the R&R Controller shares with its context, as opposed to the current requirement constraining Package[id] phenomena, which are not accessible by the machine.

As shown in the narrowing of the problem context of a sub-problem, encountered in the previous section, reduction relies on causal relations between phenomena. The result of the transformation is illustrated in Figure 20: it has the combined effect of re-expressing the requirement in terms of specification phenomena and narrowing down the problem context by ‘removing’ Package[id]. The intent is that a solution to the reduced problem in Figure 20 will also be a solution to the problem in Figure 18: the justification for the transformation must, of course, be adequate to ensure this.

Here is the justification for the transformation. Assume a readPkg(id, dst) has occurred at the reading station, indicating the presence of a package with identity id and destination dst. For the package to reach the bin corresponding to its destination (bin[j][id]), it must follow a particular route through the router leading to that bin. Given the topology of the router and the effect of gravity, the package can only follow one particular route. For instance, a route sequence may have the form (see also Figure 11):

\[
\text{releasePkg}[id]; \text{in}[1][id]; \text{outLeft}[1][id]; \text{in}[2][id]; \text{outLeft}[2][id]; \ldots
\]
\[
\ldots; \text{in}[2^{n-1}][id]; \text{outRight}[2^{n-1}][id]; \text{bin}[2][id]
\]

that is, it starts with the package exiting the reading station, continues with the package entering and exiting a
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Figure 20: Problem reduction (to problem P8)
sequence of switches, and ends with the package entering Bin[2] in this case.

Assuming all sensors behave reliably, each of these package events triggers a sensor signal to the controller (see also the behaviour of reading station and switches in Figures 8 and 9), hence from a sequence of package events we can derive a corresponding sequence of sensor signals. For instance from the route sequence above we can derive the signal sequence:

\[
\text{out; in[1]; outLeft[1]; in[2]; outLeft[2]; \ldots; in[2^{n-1}]; outRight[2^{n-1}]; bin[2]}
\]

Let route(id, dst) denote the sequence of signals which can be derived from the route taken by a package with identity id and destination dst. Similarly, let route(j) denote the sensor sequence corresponding to the route a package should take to reach Bin[j]. Note that this is fixed for each bin, and based on the topology of the binary tree (see Figure 11); for instance, route(1) always follows the left branch of each sub-tree, that is:

\[
\text{out; in[1]; outLeft[1]; in[2]; outLeft[2]; \ldots; in[2^{n-1}]; outLeft[2^{n-1}]; bin[1]}
\]

Hence, assuming the given topology, only if route(id, dst) is the same as route(j), with Bin[j] corresponding to dst, the package will have reached the correct destination. From this observation, we can abstract away the Package[id] domain, and re-express the requirement in terms of sensor signals as follows:

**Route and report’** Assuming a given router topology, a readPkg(id, dst) at the reading station should result in route(id, dst) being the same as route(j), with Bin[j] corresponding to dst. Otherwise misroute information misroute(id, dst, k) should be reported, where bin[k] is the last element of route(id, dst).

### 3.5.1 Summary of step

This step of analysis transforms P7 (highlighted part of Figure 18) to problem P8 (highlighted part of Figure 20). The justification J6 for this transformation is in terms of the causal relationships between phenomena and assumptions which can be made of parts of the context that are abstracted away, which are captured in the restated requirement. Figure 21 summarises the analysis so far.

### 3.6 Further architectural expansion

Let us consider the Route and report’ sub-problem further. As noted in Section 3.3, as many packages will be on route at any one time, the controller will have to track the route each package is following in order to set the correct switch directions at appropriate times. Also, as the controller cannot determine the current position of a package directly from the sensor’s inputs, we have an information deficit to deal with. A standard solution is that of building a model [18]: this will allow the controller to track dynamically information about bins, switches and their states, and packages and their routes.

Note how the recognition of an information deficit leads to an architectural decision: that the controller needs to include a model component. This is an example of intertwining of problem and solution [29, 31]: the identification of a problem leads to the search for a standard solution, which can then be used to further problem analysis.

In this sub-problem we can take architectural considerations even further. The problem is a control problem in which inputs and outputs are mediated by a model. A solution architecture which is known to address this
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type of problem is a variant of the Model View Controller (MVC) architecture. Originally introduced for software applications with graphical user interfaces [23], an MVC architecture includes controller (C) components which receive user inputs and update a model (M) component accordingly; changes in M are communicated to its dependents, called view (V) components, which interpret them and generate user outputs appropriately. Variants of this MVC architecture have been adopted in control applications, such as avionics [26]. Here, instead of user inputs, environmental sensor information is received by the controller and used to update the model, while the view generates outputs based on changes in the model’s state. Outputs are either user outputs to a display (as in the traditional MVC) or actuator signals through which the controller influences the environment. It is this variant of the MVC which is discussed here.

Figure 22 illustrates an MVC architecture with a single controller and view, presented in problem frames notation. Note that this architectural expansion leads to three sub-problems, which are co-dependent: those of specifying each architectural component. In order to solve the Model sub-problem we would need a complete description of the controller and view. Similarly, in order to solve the Controller (or View) sub-problem we would need a complete description of the model. We ‘co-design’ in the presence of co-dependent sub-problems, A way to resolve co-design is to establish which part of the architecture should be specified first, and which parts should follow. In an MVC architecture, both controller and view are dependent on the model, which is also the component which presents the highest level of complexity, hence the highest development risk. Because of risk and complexity, it is therefore sensible to deal with the model component first [24, 25].

Figure 22: MVC architecture in problem frames notation

When applied to our problem, the result is that of Figure 23. The architecture of the machine is made explicit and expanded into the three distinct components. This de-coupling of model, view and controller components allows us not only to identify further sub-problems, but also to determine how they fit together, based on standard architectural properties of the MVC.

3.6.1 Summary of step

This step of analysis (summarised in Figure 24) transforms P8 to P9 (of Figure 23) by re-interpreting the machine domain as the combination of the three architectural components. For justification J7 of this transformation we appeal to the arguments we have made that the MVC is a suitable solution architecture to deal with the information deficit in our problem. From P9, the three sub-problems corresponding to finding each of the components are
Figure 23: MVC expansion (P9)

derived that is: the Model sub-problem (P10); the View sub-problem (P11); and the Controller sub-problem (P12).

Our next step is to specify the model, the more risky and complex part of the architecture.

3.7 Specifying the model M

We need to define an analogic model [18] of the package router, which will allow the R & R Controller dynamically to track information about bins, switches and their states, and packages and their routes. In particular, the analogic model will have to provide during operation a faithful representation of the package router state.

Building an analogic model is a design activity, which involves making decisions about the machine’s data structures and their behaviour, rather than capturing new given properties of the world. Such design decisions are dependent on which questions the model is built to answer – in our example, the identity and position of each package in the router, the switch states, etc. Figure 25 gives an illustration of a possible abstraction, proposed in [18], on which the model data structure can be based. Packages travelling in the router can be seen as joining and leaving queues at various points of the router: at the reading station, inside switches and in the pipes that connect reading station, switches and bins. This abstraction based on queues is sensible only if packages cannot overtake each other while travelling through the router. Hence, such a design choice needs to be validated in the real world, for instance, through reasoning based on the physical properties of the mechanical devices and packages, or established knowledge and experience with routers and queues, or even by empirical testing, and considering if any reliability issues with the package router may be uncovered by this abstraction.

Based on this abstraction, and by taking an object-oriented design view, a possible structural description of M is given by the class diagram [30] of Figure 26. The description is based on well-established object-oriented design heuristics: that classes should be defined to represent relevant parts of the real world, and that an ‘orchestrating class’ (OC) should be added, whose only instance has the responsibility to initialise and orchestrate the behaviour of the model [25]. Class associations reflect the static topological relations between the various parts of the router: for instance, the binary tree topology is reflected in the fact the each switch is associated with exactly three package queues, one incoming and two outgoing. The dynamic relationship between packages and queues is also captured.
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Figure 25: Using queues as an abstraction
by an association: each package can be at most in one queue at any one time.

The behaviour of $M$ should be devised in a way which addresses the model-world correspondence concern [18], that is making sure that during operation the state of the model is a faithful representation of the world state.

An example of a behavioural specification is given by the sequence diagram [30] of Figure 27, which illustrates what happens when the input sensor of switch $i$ is triggered: the orchestrating instance invokes the in() operation on the switch queue object, which retrieves the package from the incoming pipe queue and adds it to the switch own queue. Similar descriptions should be provided for all other incoming signals.

The current state of a switch in the router is not directly observable by the machine, as there are no sensors to this effect. However, it can be inferred from the outLeft[$i$], outRight[$i$] signals: when outLeft[$i$] is triggered, the Switch[$i$] state can only be Left (ignoring failure); similarly for Right. Based on this observation, we can make sure the a switch state is properly represented in the model every time outLeft[$i$], outRight[$i$] signals are received by the machine. This is exemplified in the behavioural description in Figure 28 of operation outLeft$_i()$: note how the last operation invocation set the switch state in the model.

The initialisation of $M$ will have to reflect the actual topology of the router (i.e., which particular switches are connected to each other, etc.), setting the initial state of each switch and the content of each queue (i.e. which packages are in the router and their position. Operation init() in the model will have to be specified to this effect.

Once an adequate description of $M$ is provided, we can regard $M$ as a given component, with known shared
phenomena with $C$ and $V$. In the case of $C$, they are all the operation invocations on the orchestrating instance. In the case of $V$, it is the model state, that is the instantiation of the structural model of Figure 26. This is illustrated in Figure 29 when $M$ is now represented as a given domain – plain rectangle – rather than a machine domain – striped rectangle.

![Figure 28: Behavioural description of $M$ on receiving signal $\text{outLeft}[i]$](image)

![Figure 29: Shared phenomena between MVC components](image)

Note that during detailed design or implementation, a decision has to be made as to how changes in the model are propagated to the view. There are two standard ways in which this is achieved in practice [9]. The pull approach is predicated on $M$ notifying $V$ that a change has occurred and $V$ accessing the model state to find out which relevant parts of the model have changed. The push approach is predicated on $M$ sending $V$ specific information of what has changed. Efficiency considerations often determine which of the two approaches should be chosen for a particular development problem based on the complexity of the model and the number of views. The availability of either mechanism at the programming level is another determining factor. Although important, these considerations are outside the scope of this document, which only deals with problem analysis up to early design. In any case, once a decision is made it would be possible within the framework to base further design on it.

### 3.7.1 Summary of step

This step of analysis includes two transformations. The first transformation, from $P_{10}$ to $P_{13}$, is the interpretation which provides the description of $M$. Its justification $J_{8}$ must support the claim that the specification of $M$ is an appropriate analogic model of the package router, a claim which requires validation with respect to the real world. The necessary validation is two fold: first with respect to the modelled parts of the problem world; and second,
with respect to the internal consistency of the $M$ domain. The second transformation solves $P_{13}$ by providing the adequacy argument $J_9$ of the specification with respect to the requirement. Figure 30 summarises the analysis: the black dot connected to $P_{13}$ indicates this problem has been solved.

Figure 30: Tree view of the analysis

### 3.8 Specifying the controller $C$

We can now consider the sub-problems of specifying $C$ and $V$, under the assumption that $M$ is as specified in the previous section. Of course, proceeding in this way may lead to the realisation that $M$ is an inadequate model, hence lead to iteration – which, of course, we would be prepared to do if necessary.
By assuming $M$, the specification of $C$ becomes simple: $C$ is entirely decoupled from $V$ and only responsible for translating inputs from the environment into operation invocations on the only instance of the orchestrating class $OC$ of $M$. The correspondence between its inputs and outputs is rather trivial: by following our naming convention, on receiving signal $in[i]$, $C$ will invoke operation $in_{\cdot i}()$; on receiving, $outLeft[i]$, $C$ will invoke operation $outLeft_{\cdot i}()$; etc.

### 3.8.1 Summary of step

This analysis step produces a solution for $P8$, the sub-problem of specifying the $C$ component of the architecture. As for $M$, solving a problem is regarded as a problem transformation whose justification $J10$ is the adequacy argument that the specification of $C$ satisfies the requirement of a controller which modifies the model’s state consistently with inputs from the environment. The solution assumes as given the specification of $M$ of the previous section.

### 3.9 Specifying the view $V$

In comparison with that of $C$, the problem of specifying $V$ is more complex and we will analyse it in more detail. The corresponding problem diagram is given in Figure 31, where descriptions of $M$ and $C$ are now assumed as given (hence both represented as given domains instead of machine domains).

![Figure 31: The sub-problem of specifying $V$ ($P11$)](image)

Let us recall from Section 3.5 the requirement for this problem:

**Route and report** Assuming a given router topology, a $readPkg(id, dst)$ at the reading station should result in $route(id, dst)$ being the same as $route(j)$, with $Bin[j]$ corresponding to $dst$. Otherwise misroute information $misroute(id, dst, k)$ should be reported, where $bin[k]$ is the last element of $route(id, dst)$.

First, we want to simplify the problem as much as possible by applying reduction techniques as we did in Section 3.5. These should have the effect of narrowing down the problem context and re-expressing the requirement in terms of specification phenomena.

Because of the specification of $C$, we know that inputs from the environment are translated into operation invocations on the model $M$. We can therefore restate a package route in terms of operation invocations instead of
sensor signals (see Section 3.5) and re-express the requirement accordingly. For instance, route

\[ \text{out}; \ 	ext{in}[1]; \ \text{outLeft}[1]; \ \text{in}[2]; \ \text{outLeft}[2]; \ \ldots; \ \text{in}[2^{n-1}]; \ \text{outRight}[2^{n-1}]; \ \text{bin}[2] \]

can be restated as

\[ \text{out}(); \ \text{in}_1(); \ \text{outLeft}_1(); \ \text{in}_2(); \ \text{outLeft}_2(); \ \ldots; \ \text{in}_{2^{n-1}}(); \ \text{outRight}_{2^{n-1}}(); \ \text{bin}_2() \]

Because we have a description of \( M \), we know the effect of operation invocations on the model state which is shared with \( V \). For instance, the execution of operation \( \text{outLeft}_i() \) will result in switch \( i \) having state \( \text{Left} \). Therefore, the route above can also be restated in terms of switch states as follows, where \( \text{Left}_i \) indicates state Left of switch \( i \) (similarly for \( \text{Right}_i \)):

\[ \text{Left}_1; \ \text{Left}_2; \ \ldots; \ \text{Right}_{2^{n-1}} \]

Let \( \text{route}'(id, dst) \) denote the route of a package when restated in terms of switch states (similarly, for the route to a bin). By assuming the available descriptions of all physical domains, and of \( C \) and \( M \), we can rewrite the requirement as follows, which leads to the reduced problem of Figure 32, where the package and bin routes are expressed in terms of switch states:

**Route and report''**

Assuming a given router topology, and assuming the given behaviours of \( \text{Reading Station} \) and \( \text{Bin}[j] \), a \( \text{readPkg}(id, dst) \) at the reading station should result in \( \text{route}'(id, dst) \) being the same as \( \text{route}'(j) \), with \( \text{Bin}[j] \) corresponding to \( dst \). Otherwise misroute information \( \text{misroute}(id, dst, k) \) should be reported, where \( \text{bin}_k() \) is the last element of \( \text{route}'(id, dst) \).

![Figure 32: Problem reduction (to problem P15)](image-url)

Note that the assumption of the already described given behaviours in the restated requirement is what makes the transformation sound: it allows us to argue that a solution of the reduced sub-problem is also a solution of the original sub-problem. For instance, from the behavioural description of \( \text{Switch}[i] \), we know that on receiving a \( \text{left}[i] \) command the switch position will be set to the left, leading to an \( \text{outLeft}[i] \) signal as soon as a package leaves the switch and goes through the sensor. This signal is related to \( C \), which invokes the corresponding operation \( \text{outLeft}_i \), which in turn causes the state of the switch in the model to be set to Left (see Figure 28).
For \( V \) to be a solution to the reduced sub-problem, it needs to be able to determine which route each package should follow and set switch states accordingly. We make the design decision to represent route information in \( M \) through the addition of a class SQueue as shown in Figure 33. This class represents an ordered sequence of switch states and is used for three different purposes:

![Figure 33: Route class](image)

For each bin, an instance of this class represents the route from the reading station to the bin, which is statically determined based on the router topology and set in the model at initialisation;

For each package, an instance of this class represents the route a package still has to travel in order to reach its destination. This is initially set when the package destination is read at the reading station (through invocation of operation read in the model) and decreases in length as a package goes through each switch on its route.

For each switch, an instance of this class represents the sequence of settings of the switch which allows the incoming packages (i.e., packages in the in queue of the switch) to be routed correctly. This changes dynamically as packages enters the switch incoming and outgoing queues.

![Figure 34: Routing behaviour](image)

Figure 34 illustrates the expected behaviour. Initially (part a) of the figure) the switch state is Left, and all its queues are empty; a package with route Left; Left; Right; Right is about to enter its incoming pipe. The package enters the incoming pipe (from a) to b) of the figure): the head of the queue representing its route is removed, so that the content of the queue now represents its remaining route to destination; the switch settings queue records the
required setting of the switch for the package to be routed correctly; the switch state remains set to Left; a second package, with route Right; Right; Left; Right is about to enter the incoming pipe. The second package joins the incoming queue (from b to c) of the figure: its remaining route is adjusted; the switch settings queue records the required setting for this package to be routed correctly; the switch state remains set to Left as the previous package still requires it. The first package enters the switch (part d) of the figure: the switch setting queue is adjusted to record the next state required.

At this point there are two possible cases, illustrated in Figure 35. To the left is the situation in which the package currently in the switch leaves the switch first: in this case, the switch state is set to right, ready for the next package (the package remaining route is also adjusted as it has entered the incoming pipe of the following switch). To the right is a misroute situation: the second package enters the switch before the state can be changed to Right, hence it will necessarily be misrouted.

![Diagram](image)

**Figure 35: Correct routing vs misrouting**

With this design, all the complexity is in the model. Operations `out()`, `outLeft()` and `outRight()`, corresponding to packages entering incoming pipes of switches, will have to be specified to enforce this behaviour. All that is left for `V` to do is to sense when switch state changes occur in the model and propagate them to the corresponding router switches through actuators `left[i]`, `right[i]`.

Note that the changes in the model, which are brought about by solving this sub-problem have to be propagated to the already solved `M` and `C` sub-problems. This means that those problems have to be revisited to modify all descriptions affected and to check for inconsistency.

### 3.9.1 Summary of step

This step of analysis combines a number of transformations. The first is a reduction from problem `P11` (of Figure 31) to the reduced problem `P15` (of Figure 32). The justification `J12` is in terms of the causal relationships between phenomena and assumptions which can be made of parts of the context that are removed, the latter being captured by the restated requirement. This is illustrated in the fragment of the analysis tree in Figure 36.a).

The second transformation is a refinement of the description of `M`, to include a model of the routes. This leads to revisiting `P10`, which is transformed into a new problem `P16` through re-interpretation of `M`. The transformation justification `J13` is in terms of the design principles applied as well as the reasons that led to `M` to be re-interpreted. To solve `P16` a new adequacy argument `J14` is required. Changes in `M` affect all sub-problems in which `M` appears as given. Hence `P14` has to be re-visited and a new argument `J15` provided to support the
adequacy of the solution in the context of the new $M$ description. This is illustrated in Figure 36.b). The final transformations give a specification for $V$ transforming $P_{15}$ to $P_{17}$, with justification $J_{16}$, then an adequacy argument $J_{17}$ of the specification with respect to the requirement to solve the problem. The whole analysis is represented in Figure 37.

4 Discussion and conclusion

The paper has given an account of how to analyse a problem from the literature by adopting the problem-oriented approach proposed in [12]. The analysis is based on an explicit representation of the problem and its parts, using the problem frames notation as a convenient description language, and their systematic transformation. The analysis we have carried out is summarised in Figure 37. Here, each child problem is derived through a problem transformation from its parent, with appropriate justification provided, as indicated in the figure.

4.1 Transformations

The paper illustrates what we think is an important characteristic of the framework: that a relatively small set of techniques is sufficient for an analysis of the problem. These are:

Problem representation. This allows the identification of the major component parts of a problem: the given domains, which constitute the problem context, with their phenomena and behaviours; the relationship of the machine to be designed to the other domains and its shared phenomena with the given context; the requirement to be satisfied by the machine in its context. A justification is required of adequacy of these initial descriptions, leading to this first problem formulation, as is the case of $P_{0}$ in Figure 37.

Problem reduction. This transformation allows one to simplify a problem by focusing on the relevant part of the context. By considering causality, a requirement can be restated allowing a part of the problem context to be removed from consideration in the problem. The removal of the Package[$id$] domain in the reduction of $P_{7}$ to $P_{8}$ is an example of this transformation.

Architectural expansion. This allows one to structure the machine domain, by making assumptions on its structure. This is essential for reuse of architectural expertise and artefacts. It has the advantage of simultaneously
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identifying standard problem decompositions in which composition concerns are already resolved. This was the case when we applied a variant of the MVC to $P_8$, leading to sub-problems $P_{10}$, $P_{11}$ and $P_{12}$.

Interpretations of descriptions. This is the means by which better understanding is reflected in the problem. As knowledge of the real-world and design artefacts increases, this should be captured by descriptions of the problem components. Given domain descriptions correspond to assumptions upon which problem solving relies. This was the case for the transformation from $P_0$ to $P_1$. Requirements descriptions may be re-interpreted because of better understanding of the problem (as we did from $P_1$ to $P_2$) or in order to separate and address standard concerns, such as safety or security issues. Solution descriptions are provided to solve the problem and are usually the result of design inventive, rather than of observing and modelling physical-world phenomena and behaviour. This was the case, for instance, for the description of $M$ leading to $P_{16}$.

Problem solution. This is the provision of an argument that a solution description is adequate to satisfy the requirement in its context, hence solves the problem (as in the solution of $P_{16}$).

As shown in Figure 37, we have not discussed a solution to $P_{6}$, hence the initial problem $P_{7}$ has yet to be solved. On the other hand, its sub-problem $P_{4}$ has been solved with adequacy argument the linearization of justifications and adequacy arguments in its sub-tree, namely:

$$J_{6} \land J_{7} \land J_{13} \land J_{14} \land J_{12} \land J_{16} \land J_{17} \land J_{10} \land J_{15}$$

Such a solution will contribute to the solution of $P_0$ once $P_{6}$ is also solved.

While a full solution specification for $P_0$ has yet to be determined, we know what its architecture will look like. This is the combination of the architectural expansions applied and is illustrated in Figure 38, where each component specification provides the solution of the corresponding sub-problems.

![Figure 38: Overall architecture of the controller](image)

4.2 Completeness of the analysis

Although the analysis we have conducted touches many aspects of the problem, it does not address all of them. Interesting sub-problems (some are discussed in [18]) include:
destination-bin mapping: such a mapping must be established for the controller to route the packages correctly. A decision has to be made as to whether this mapping could change dynamically or should be fixed at initialisation. Including this new aspect of the requirement in the analysis would require a re-interpretation of the requirement statement followed by either an architectural expansion to include a new component and corresponding sub-problem, or a re-interpretation of existing components to include some extra functionality to deal with it.

extending the router layout: it is possible the router layout may be extended over time, for instance to deal with a larger number of destinations. To preserve the binary tree structure of the tree, its depth would have to be increased in order to increase the number of bins available. The model would then have to be reconfigured accordingly, something which is permissible under the proposed specification of $M$. The treatment of this problem within the framework would be similar to that of the destination-bin mapping problem.

packages too close together at the reading station: as we do not know what happens if a package arrives while the reading station is already reading or releasing a package, a possible breakage concern may arise. The reading station may enter an unknown state should another package arrive at the reading station before the currently read package has been released. Although the controller has not direct control of the reading station, it does control the conveyor belt; therefore, indirectly, it may be able to control the rate at which packages are dropped from the conveyor belt onto the reading station. This would require that packages are positioned on the conveyor belt at a particular distance, something the controller cannot influence, but that could be expected, for instance, of a human operator. If that were the case, a domain re-interpretation would be required to add such an assumption and eliminating the possibility of breakage.

packages jammed in pipes or switches: it is of course possible for packages to get jammed within pipes and switches and a careful consideration of their physical properties would be required to establish, for instance, some limits within which a package’s dimensions should fall for the package to be sorted by the router. A description of such properties would augment domain descriptions, hence lead to re-interpretation. Of course, it may be the case that even perfectly dimensioned package may still get jammed. In this case a decision would be required as to how to deal with the problem. It would be possible for the solution not to be technical at all, but, for instance, by requiring the operator to stop the conveyor manually and recover the jammed packages (of course, this would add the further problem of alerting the operator of when it is appropriate to do so to minimise misroute of packages already travelling in the router). Tackling this problem would require some negotiation with the customer and a decision as to how the requirement or given domain descriptions should be re-interpreted.

A related issue would be to deal with the following overrun concern [18]: as the packages slide in the pipes independently of each other, a significant issue arises as to whether the machine’s is able to respond sufficiently quickly in the situation that two packages arrive almost together. Here, our software problem analysis must move into the area of real-time systems, and we would suggest that the various strategies that appear in that subject would be appropriate to discharge this concern: one such is to consider a solution without timing concerns, and then conduct a worst case timing analysis (wcta) of the ability of the solution to cope with package arrival. Should
such a wcta successfully validate the solution’s ability to cope, the solution could be accepted as a solution for the larger real-time problem. We see no difficulties in applying our framework in this case.

4.3 Reflection on the initial problem representation

A difficulty which arises in the initial characterisation of a problem is deciding which descriptions should be included as part of a problem context. Some choices were discussed in Section 3.1, where, for instance, we decided to aggregate the description of a switch with those of the sensors on its incoming and outgoing pipes. Of course, other choices would have been possible, from separating sensors and switches, to aggregating all router components into a single domain description.

As a rule of the thumb, separate descriptions should be made only when they add value. For instance, some parts of the environment may have the only purpose of connecting two others. This is the case of the on/off buttons in our example between the operator and the controller (this type of domain is known as a connection domain [18]). In this case, when the operator presses a button, a corresponding command is sent to the controller. An identity relation could be establish between pairs of phenomena issued by the operator and the switch. If we could ascertain that the buttons reliably convey operator’s presses to the controller in a timely fashion, we could ignore the on/off buttons and assume that operator and controller share phenomena directly. This is because an explicit consideration of this domain wouldn’t make any difference to the problem or its solution. On the other hand, should the buttons be unreliable, then their inclusion in the analysis may be significant. This is certainly the case, for instance, in a safety-critical system, where the failure modes of a switch may contribute to the overall safety assessment of the system.

4.4 Reflection on architectural expansion

In applying architectural expansion in the example, we have assumed we are free to choose the software architecture with no constraints from the available hardware on which the solution should ultimately be implemented. This is, of course, not always the case – in mobile devices and embedded controllers hardware capabilities may be restricted in many ways. The consideration of the relation between software and hardware architectures, and any required trade-off, is, of course, an important one in design and implementation. It is, however, outside the scope of this paper, in which we have made the simplifying assumption that the target hardware should be capable of supporting any chosen software architecture. In a real development such an assumption would have to be validated, for instance, by consulting a hardware manual.

Usually architectural expansion leads to a number of sub-problems, each corresponding to a part of the architecture to be (co-)designed. This transformation will often be combined with problem reduction to identify and separate the relevant parts of each sub-problem. Reduction includes both removing part of the context and reinterpreting the requirement. Note that while architectural expansion is always possible – we can always choose an number of components to make up an architecture – the resulting sub-problems may not necessarily be separable through reduction like the ConveyorController and R&RController sub-problems of the example. In such cases, composition concerns need addressing explicitly. The risk of non-separable sub-problems is mitigated when standard architectures are applied, like the MVC in the example, where the separation the architecture affords already
resolves (some of) the composition concerns.
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